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Managing director's message
to the company
Sanjeev Sagar
Founder & Managing Director
The journey of Agrosaw began in 1984 as an organization
manufacturing

seed

cleaning,

grading

and

handling

machines that catered to the Indian market. Today,
Agrosaw is manufacturing, supplying and giving solutions
for cleaning, grading, sorting, handling and storage to
about a hundred countries and has progressed from seeds
to grains, spices, oil seeds, fruits and vegetables.
As in the past, Agrosaw will continue to work with its
team for improvement of its products and processes and
empower the customer with innovatory technology.
The vision of the organization is to bring about a
revolution in the post-harvest processes of agricultural
produce.

At

the

same

time

ensuring

environmental

protection, the safety of its people and upliftment of
society as a whole.
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REAL-TIME REMOTE
ASSISTANCE & COLLABORATION
With this technology, office tasks like
"particular

item

identification",

"mechanical

and

electrical

interconnections

understanding"

will

become easier for the person at the site
which

was

consuming

a

challenging

task.

Now

and

with

time-

this

AR

technology, we can support it in a better
way so that all the previously mentioned
challenges can be overcome accurately.
Now discover with Agrosaw, the augmented reality (AR)
based remote assistance and quickly scale problem-solving

HOW IT WORKS

guidance, support, and expertise to your plant operations
and service teams.

Our expert will initiate a call and will
share a unique code with service person

This technology is not only helpful in after-sale servicing

to join the session. After joining the

but also very helpful in plant layout markings, installations

session service person and expert can

and commissioning.

draw digital annotations on a mobile/tab
screen or desktop that accurately stick
to 3D physical objects in the real world,
allowing

the

expert

to

guide

the

technician through a process, step-bystep.

BENEFITS OF REMOTE ASSISTANCE &
COLLABORATION
Reduce

the

operational

costs

by

reducing downtime for machine.
Accelerate the training & scalability
by providing remote mentoring for
new technicians.
Improve

workforce

efficiency

by

increasing first time fix rate and
decreasing mean time to repair.
Enhance customer satisfaction.
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MAXIMO-50
“A HIGH CAPACITY PRE-CLEANER”
MAXIMO-50/25

can

efficiently

clean

crops

like

wheat, rice, barley, maize, pulses, and millets. This
high capacity pre-cleaner is designed to remove dust
and large trash like pieces of stem, chaff, straw, mud
balls, stones, weed seeds, seeds of other crops,
deteriorated

&

damaged

seeds,

oversize

and

undersize seeds.
The screen perforations are large enough to allow
seeds to pass through the perforations readily while
the larger inert material is scalped off over the
screen. The machine is available in two variants:
With SCALPERATOR & Without SHAKING FEEDER.

Maximo 50 with scalperator model has a spring-loaded
feed control and specially designed feed rollers to
prevent the breakage of seeds and grains. This highcapacity pre-cleaner has specially designed flaps to
separate twines stuck with a sieve which gives it a
competitive advantage over other machines available in
the market. Perforations of scalperator rotary drum are
precisely cut on stainless steel sheet which can be easily
changed as per the requirement. This results in hasslefree operations, time-saving, and labor cost reduction.
Whereas the other variant i.e Maximo-50 with shaking
feeder provides uniform distribution of seeds/grain on
the entire width of the screen at a uniform rate, also
smooth operation and trouble-free oscillation through
heavy-duty

oscillation

mountings.

This

increases

operational efficiency by up to 20%. Among other
features, Agrosaw uses imported 21 mm thick film faced
wooden plywood to manufacture sieve boats. This
plywood is made solely from birch veneers bonded
together.
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH, NOVEMBER 2020
Mr. Sunil Kumar (T.No. 281) Trade Painter, Grade Agrosaw, Section (Paintshop)
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MILESTONES ACHIEVED

MANUFACTURER|SUPPLIER |EXPORTER
ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR POST-HARVEST NEEDS
T: 94160 27043 | M: 94160 27005 | MARKETING@AGROSAW.COM | www.agrosaw.com
P.O. Bag 5, Agrosaw Complex, Jagadhri Road, Ambala Cantt.-133001, Haryana India

